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The era of SoundCloud rap ushered in a golden age of teenage DIY artists who make music on 
their terms. To grow from the depths of SoundCloud to the mainstream stage, Jasiah used the 
audio distribution platform to connect with his fans, promoting his music as much as possible. 
When his self-produced, self-written songs started gaining traction online, it was a stroke of luck 
that one of those fans was Ugly God.  
 
Jasiah remembers when Ugly God Posted his “HAHAHAHAHA” freestyle on Soundcloud. “He 
was like, ‘The first time I open my DMs to listen to one of y’all wack ass rappers, and its 
actually a banger,’” He says with a laugh. The reaction was enough reassurance that he was on 
the right track. 
 
Originally from Dayton, Ohio, Jasiah, 22, is unlike any rapper associated with the SoundCloud 
rap movement. He considers himself to be an artist who can transcend genres. This means he can 
excel in any category, whether its making screamo songs like “Case 19,” which features Tekashi 
6ix9ine, or agro anthems like “Crisis” that contains a familiar Courage the Cowardly Dog 
sample. The record got him his first music video with hip-hop’s sought-after director Cole 
Bennett, who shared it on the influential Lyrical Lemonade YouTube page. With over eight 
million views thus far, it’s clear Jasiah’s music is making an impact. 
 
“When I first dropped it, I only had 800 followers on SoundCloud at the time. And it was going 
up. It had 48,000 plays,” he says. “I was like, ‘Damn, this is crazy.’ This is the first song that I 
didn’t use nobody’s help. Like Ugly God didn’t shout me out. It was just was going crazy. That 
was all me.” 
 
Growing up, Jasiah has his parents to thank for his eclectic musical palette. “My mom is a singer 
and my dad is a guitarist. I used to wake up everyday and my mom would have gospel music on. 
My dad is a jazz guitarist now. He listens to hella jazz. I love Al Jarreau. Joe Henderson. We 
literally listen to everything. Steel Pulse. I just grew up with hella music,” he says. 
 
It allowed Jasiah to explore different areas of music, from singing in gospel choirs to wanting to 
rap because of Lil Wayne. As he got older, his hip-hop tastes expanded, saying his rotation 
included Hopsin, Tyler, the Creator, Travis Scott, and Danny Brown. “The person that made me 
actually wanna record music was Hopsin,” he says “I was like, ‘Shit, I got flow. I got bars.’ I 
wanna show people that I can do that shit. And then I just taught myself how to rap.” 
 
He was a student at Stivers School for the Arts, where he was a member of Awful Waffle, a huge 
collective of 40-something creatives that would perform and kick cyphers. It helped him gain his 
confidence to get on the mic. After Stivers, Jasiah studied vocal performance at Marietta 
College. He learned about music theory and honed his skills in opera, among other things. 
 
Jasiah is a multi-layered artist who prides himself in having different personas. Those 
personalities will translate in his art, notably in his forthcoming project Jasiah I Am. With 
production by him, Take A Daytrip, Blake Slatkin, and Travis Barker, Jasiah I Am is a collection 



of songs that channels all kinds of moods. Inspired by Dr. Seuss’s Green Eggs and Ham, Jasiah 
wants to “feed” fans his music until they come around to liking it.  
 
On the record, Jasiah channels stripped down opera singing, rock, emo rap, and melodic R&B. 
The themes are a mix of pain and heartbreak, with others bringing a chaotic energy that’ll surely 
start mosh pits at his shows. 
 
Jasiah’s mission is to open doors for other artists who aren’t just dedicated to one genre. That 
many of his fans will appreciate an artist experimenting and trying new things. He doesn’t want 
to just be a star in hip-hop, but in classical, jazz, and maybe even country too.   
 
“The reason its called Jasiah I Am is to show you’re not gonna just get this sound. I don’t want 
you to box me in,” he says. “I’m not a rapper. I’m not a pop artist. I’m an artist. You can label 
me an artist, but don’t label me.” 


